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UNDERWORLD STUDIOS

Underworld Studios was a concept project to create horror-themed skateboards for the made-up client known 
as Underworld Studios.
 
The Objective The project’s objective was to illustrate horror artwork to go on skateboards. The challenge of 
the project was to design successful artwork and create this project that consists of three different illustrations 
and mock-ups shown below to showcase both artwork and how it would be applied to the collateral mock-up for 
the made-up client. 

Role The role I took in the project was as an illustrator designing all the designs and a graphic designer putting 
them on mock-ups in creating a sample of the work. 

The Result The project’s results was successful in creating both successful artwork and in showing it on how it 
would be applied to collateral.

click here  to view on my personal Behance.
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https://www.behance.net/gallery/138519433/Underworld-Studios
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MY HELPER APP

My Helper App  is an XD prototype and a working GitHub app coded in the language of Swift made for a 
personal project of interest. 

The Objective The project’s objective was to simulate an app built formindfulness. The project’s challenge 
was designing a conceptual look that was best suited to destigmatize self-help and would stand on its own from 
other similar apps already on the market.

Role The role I took for the project was to create the prototype in XD, the X-code coder, and the 
interface designer. 

The Result The projects results  ended up with a working app on both XD and Github.

click here  to view XD link.
click here to view on personal Github.
click here to watch the apps walk through on Youtube

https://xd.adobe.com/view/6eb9e33c-2b9d-42a6-984d-111bcc33907d-3bea/
https://github.com/WoodbineMae/MyHelperAppbyFraineforSwiftfinal
https://youtu.be/5brHHQNQMs4
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DESIGN TERMINOLOGY POSTERS

Design Terminology Posters are a concept project made for a made-up client named Blackletter Inc. 
 
The Objective The project’s objective was to create posters that displayed knowledge of graphic design 
terminology. The challenge, however, was to make them so that everyone besides designers could get 
the poster. 

Role The role I took in the project was a graphic designer. This role was to create the posters’ designs and place 
them on mock-ups to showcase them as examples of what they would look like on collateral.

The Result The result of the project was successful in creating both successful designs and in showing it on 
how it would be applied to collateral.

https://xd.adobe.com/view/6eb9e33c-2b9d-42a6-984d-111bcc33907d-3bea/
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THE VOTING APP

The Voting App is an XD prototype app. This personal work was inspired as by the issue of finding a polling 
location in your area and that many people seemed to not know when voting dates were. 

The Objective The project’s objective was to create a prototype. The prototype shows an example of how a 
voting location app could work.

Role The role I took in this project was in designing the layout of the prototype, creating how it worked and 
providing a way to understand that while it is a sample of how an actual app like this would work.

The Result The projects result ended in being a success, as a sample of how an app like this would work.

click here to use the XD prototype.
click here  to view app walk through on Youtube Channel

https://xd.adobe.com/view/060e05c6-6632-418d-bf92-712a652d91bc-535d/
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLgSvLoQhCB_fTtkKd5E-BFtoJRDofDYvN
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DIMENSIONAL RIFT 

Dimensional Rift is a  personal project creating a game based on both old-school click  adventure games and 
mythology similar to games like Skyrim.

The Objective The project’s objective was to create a prototype of a click-adventure game. The challenge alone 
was the amount of work and detail required to make sure the multi-ending avenues worked along with the main 
storyline and make all the artwork in the game.

Role The role I took in this project, was creating the XD game, art for the game, and  designed the 
user-interface experience.

The Result The project’s result was successful, as the game worked and from tester feedback was an enjoyable 
to play.

click here to play multi-ending game.
click here to watch the Youtube play through shorts.

https://xd.adobe.com/view/f28c4547-8e1b-41d9-b012-01c9dbe2e186-a7df/?fullscreen&hints=off
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLgSvLoQhCB_dLnJ1qCMZ0ER2itDjoATpd
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UPWOODWORK BRANDING 

Upwoodwork is a project creating a visual identity system and new logo for a client Trevor Ruhl whose business 
is custom-made woodcrafts.

The Objective The project’s objective was to create a new logo and visual identity system for Ruhl’s business. 
The challenge was to create a design that was both successful and spoke to the voice of Upwoodwork.

Role The role I took within the project was that of graphic designer, creating the new logo from the older 
design, and creating a visual identity system to complement the client’s business.

The Result The project’s result was successful as it got approval of the client.
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MP4S 

MP4s a is a set of gifs made as a personal project. 

The Objective The project’s objective was to show the beginning of the skill of animation. The challenge was 
learning on how to create the artwork for each frame and learning how to animate it.

Role The role I took within this project was that of graphic designer, creating all the artwork and building the 
animation itself.

The Result The result was successful in that it did show a successful learning experience and the start  of the 
journey  into animation.

click here to view the gifs on Youtube.

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLgSvLoQhCB_dYMmNWPKhwOwxtfDFSt3Ca
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THEME STICKERS

Theme Stickers is a concept piece made for a  made-up client called Smileys.

The Objective The project’s objective was to make theme-based stickers to sell. The main challenge was 
deciding and executing simple yet fun themes to create artwork for the stickers.

Role The role I took in the project was the graphic designer behind the design for the stickers, placing them on 
mock-ups to show examples of how they would work as collateral.

The Result The project’s result was the creation of successful designs for sticker that could sold.

https://xd.adobe.com/view/6eb9e33c-2b9d-42a6-984d-111bcc33907d-3bea/
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HANDWRITTEN FONT

Handwritten Font is a concept piece made for a made-up client called Quills.

The Objective The project’s objective was to make a hand drawn fonts based on my own handwriting. The 
challenge was in stylization on how while all the fonts were based on my handwriting, each font needed to stand 
on its own.

Role The role I took within the project was that of a graphic designer, first writing the font myself, then drawing 
each character in its style, and then making it into a working font. Lastly I placed them on mock-ups to show 
examples of how they would work as collateral.

The Results The project’s result was creating stylized fonts based on my own handwriting and making each into 
a working font file.

https://xd.adobe.com/view/6eb9e33c-2b9d-42a6-984d-111bcc33907d-3bea/
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